## Synonyms for “Said”

1. spoke  
2. recited  
3. asserted  
4. repeated  
5. stated  
6. noted  
7. assumed  
8. indicated  
9. declared  
10. expressed  
11. announced  
12. communicated  
13. mentioned  
14. emphasized  
15. advised  
16. advertised  
17. recorded  
18. appealed  
19. authorized  
20. complained  
21. forced  
22. objected  
23. confirmed  
24. accused  
25. influenced  
26. retorted  
27. required  
28. directed  
29. argued  
30. praised  
31. denoted  
32. maintained  
33. persuaded  
34. reported  
35. convinced  
36. urged  
37. estimated  
38. reiterated  
39. described  
40. explained  
41. requested  
42. discussed  
43. predicted  
44. interpreted  
45. accounted  
46. suggested  
47. told  
48. asked  
49. inquired  
50. inquired  
51. expounded  
52. elucidated  
53. claimed  
54. confessed  
55. invited  
56. injected  
57. admitted  
58. preached  
59. commanded  
60. delivered  
61. ordered  
62. exaggerated  
63. notified  
64. acquainted  
65. overstated  
66. conferred  
67. observed  
68. continued  
69. distinguished  
70. appraised  
71. insulted  
72. required